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Ladies and Gentlemen,

The World is now fighting both health and economic crisis. While

we cautiously expect that Asia is likely to be the first in winning t

his battle, we still need to worry about not only the second wave

of pandemic this year but more worryingly the consequent econo

mic turmoil in coming years.

In this context, today I would like to share with you my observatio

n of how Korea, my country, has dealt with this unprecedented cri

sis so far and my thoughts on whether and how Korea can lead a

way towards economic recovery and eventual post-corona era mov

ing forward.

(Korea’s fight against COVID-19)



Until recently Korea has been the second worst hit country by COV

ID-19 in Asia after China. Now it is frequently quoted as a success

model in terms of flattening the curve of infection cases and cur

bing the fatality rate without a severe lockdown of the society and

economy.

Korea’s success if any, should be attributed first to its preparedness

that in fact has been built on painful experiences in 2015 MERS,

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome, outbreak. General awareness of

endemic risks goes further back to SARS outbreak in 2002.

Since then, the public health system in Korea has been significantly

reinforced in four areas including: 1) Governance like emergency o

peration center and laboratory analysis center in Korea CDC, 2) Reg

ulatory framework such as emergency use licensing for test kits, 3)

Infrastructure as negative pressure rooms and field response team

s, and 4) Risk communication with daily briefings. These elements

were there at the onset of COVID-19 outbreak.

In addition, the government, health workers, academia, civil society,

and private sector did demonstrate their competence, proactivenes

s, and willingness to work as a team. Innovative ideas have been t

imely adopted in dealing with the health crisis at an unprecedente

d scale in tandem with a smart use of ICT technology. While this

tragic pandemic is far from over here without mentioning the rest

of the world, Korea and some early- pandemic- hit countries are e

ntering a phase where we need to seek a very difficult balance be

tween life(生命) and livelihood(生活). So, let me talk about econom

y.

(Korean Economy to date)



The IMF has announced its revised forecast on the world economy

in 2020 and 2021 reflecting the outbreak of COVID-19 and conse

quent stoppage of economic activities. Korea’s economy is now fore

cast to shrink with a negative growth rate of 1.2 percent in 2020

and to rebound at a positive rate of 3.4 percent in 2021. While th

ere is a risk of worsening further, the negative growth of 1.2 perc

ent, which is the severest result in the recent Korean history since

the Asian crisis in 1998(-5.1%), looks rather a good score together

with China’s positive growth rate of 1.2 percent and India’s 1.9 p

ercent considering the much sharper drop in growth prospects of t

he whole world(-3.0%) and advanced countries(-6.1%) in 2020. The

latest GDP data (-1.4%) of 1st quarter, 2020 that the Bank of Korea

has published corroborates well the IMF’s recent figures.

The reasons why the Korean economy has endured relatively well i

n the first quarter are dual: 1) the first and foremost important on

e is that the Korean economy has never been in a complete lockd

own such as circulation ban of people or closure of shops. Only th

e light lockdown was put in place and maintained even at the pea

k time in COVID 19 endemic thanks to the early efforts to prevent

further contagion. 2) the second is that the government has impl

emented a quick and comprehensive economic policy package to m

itigate the economic shocks. In terms of scope and magnitude, I n

ote that US and Japan came up with much more aggressive policie

s than those of Korea, including from limitless buyback of public a

nd private debts to direct payment to individuals to compensate fo

r income loss. One specific aspect that is worthwhile to mention is

that Korea’s crisis management package covered the foreign excha

nge market stabilization, which might provide a good reference for



developing countries. Some analogies can be made as to Korea’s pr

eparedness in economic response at the outbreak of the current e

conomic crisis. Korea’s experiences in coping with global economic

and financial crisis in the past have enabled the government and fi

nancial industry to move quickly by mobilizing the inherited policy

tools and acquired knowhows during the past economic crisis time.

Yet, there remain some concerns that underlying weaknesses of th

e Korean economy can make these efforts less effective in turning

back to normal and moving forward.

(Challenges ahead)

Ladies and gentlemen,

The recent IMF’s gloomy forecast of the world economy is under t

he basic assumption that the current pandemic situation will be co

ntrolled successfully before summer and the economic activities can

be resumed in the latter half of this year. Korea’s high level of d

ependency on external trade is therefore a major source of concer

n. Furthermore, chronic problems which the Korean economy has l

ong struggled to resolve will not go away with the corona virus. T

he list of problems is not short. They are 1) delayed corporate sec

tor restructuring, 2) rigid labor market, 3) regulatory uncertainty, 4)

increased household debt, and 5) decreasing productive population

to say a few. These underlying problems can aggravate anytime th

e precarious economic conditions of Korea that have never become

more vulnerable to various external factors including geopolitical t

ension in North East Asia. Polarized political opinions in the Korean

society may be not necessarily a helping factor in living through t

he challenging time.



(Preparing for post-corona era and the way forward)

Now let me present my view on whether and how the Korean eco

nomy could overcome the current economic crisis. We know that t

he Korean economy has bounced back each time it underwent a n

ation- wide crisis and even leaped to a next level by making a bol

d shift in economic and industrial structure. Korea has restructured

its economy with a leading- edge ICT industry after 97 Asian crisi

s and brought itself to an advanced country status of G20 after 20

08 global crisis.

But, can we do it again turning this crisis into another precious op

portunity to achieve a long- sought- transformation of economic an

d even social system in Korea? I would say I am cautiously positiv

e. First, its macroeconomic soundness is well supported by both str

ong fiscal and monetary policy space. Second, Korea has a fairly co

mpetitive and innovative manufacturing sector that could adapt to

changes in global supply chain and prepare for so-called fourth ind

ustrialization, Third, Korea holds an open social system to accommo

date overseas workers and intellectuals from the rest of the world.

Last but not the least, Korean people are good at sharing a joy o

f life with the rest of the world by creating and selling various cul

tural contents.

It seems not too difficult to agree that the current pandemic crisis

will change the world in one way or other. The challenges seem

daunting with old and new problems. Yet, Koreans hold a good me

mory of success and capability of delivering success. But Korea alo

ne cannot make the changed world more livable for everyone. This

time, Asia can and should lead the post corona era with its econ



omic power, regional solidarity, and cultural charms. During the ASE

AN +3 summit meeting in March this year, Korea was a prominent

advocate for freer trade, investment, and travel against the global

lockdown. I strongly believe that Asian countries do have common

interests in rallying to this initiative to maintain the regional econ

omic cooperation systems and to reinforce the security network for

health, food and energy. And if Asians succeed in taking this mo

mentum to bring our regional integration up to another level, the

current crisis could be remembered as a hidden blessing to us wh

en this pandemic is finally over. Thank you very much for your list

ening.
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